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Abstract

Semantic segmentation of point clouds usually requires
exhausting efforts of human annotations, hence it attracts
wide attention to the challenging topic of learning from
unlabeled or weaker forms of annotations. In this paper,
we take the first attempt for fully unsupervised semantic
segmentation of point clouds, which aims to delineate se-
mantically meaningful objects without any form of annota-
tions. Previous works of unsupervised pipeline on 2D im-
ages fails in this task of point clouds, due to: 1) Clustering
Ambiguity caused by limited magnitude of data and imbal-
anced class distribution; 2) Irregularity Ambiguity caused
by the irregular sparsity of point cloud. Therefore, we pro-
pose a novel framework, PointDC, which is comprised of
two steps that handle the aforementioned problems respec-
tively: Cross-Modal Distillation (CMD) and Super-Voxel
Clustering (SVC). In the first stage of CMD, multi-view vi-
sual features are back-projected to the 3D space and ag-
gregated to a unified point feature to distill the training of
the point representation. In the second stage of SVC, the
point features are aggregated to super-voxels and then fed
to the iterative clustering process for excavating semantic
classes. PointDC1 yields a significant improvement over
the prior state-of-the-art unsupervised methods, on both the
ScanNet-v2 (+18.4 mIoU) and S3DIS (+11.5 mIoU) seman-
tic segmentation benchmarks.

1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation of 3D point cloud is a crucial
problem that assigns each individual point to a known on-
tology. The segmentation models can delineate objects at

*These authors contributes equally.
†Corresponding author.
1The code is released at: https://github.com/

SCUT-BIP-Lab/PointDC.

Figure 1. From unannotated point clouds, we would like a seg-
mentation system to discover the semantic concepts automatically
without any supervision.

a fine granularity of object boundary, which is helpful for
multiple downstream applications, such as robotic naviga-
tion, autonomous vehicles, and scene parsing. Despite the
immense progress of fully-supervised schemes in 3D se-
mantic segmentation, the success crucially relies on large-
scale datasets and annotations. Unfortunately, it requires
exhausting efforts to conduct semantic-level per-point an-
notations (e.g. ≈ 22.3 minutes per indoor scene for annota-
tion [7]).

To reduce the efforts on the tedious process of seman-
tic annotations, several works were proposed to create 3D
semantic segmentation systems that can be trained from
weaker forms of annotations, including projected 2D im-
ages [32], subcloud-level [34], segment-level [28], and
point-level annotations [23, 35, 14]. However, few works
attempt to handle the great challenge of 3D semantic seg-
mentation without any form of human annotations or mo-
tion cues. In this paper, we aim to build an unsupervised 3D
semantic segmentation framework that can automatically
excavate meaningful semantic features from point clouds,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Some efforts of unsupervised semantic segmentation
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have been witnessed in the research field of 2D visual im-
ages. Independent Information Clustering (IIC) [16] and
PiCIE [5] try to excavate semantically meaningful features
through self-supervised learning based on transformation
invariance and equivariance, meantime conducting a clus-
tering process to optimize the compactness of the learned
semantic clusters. STEGO [12] further distills from a self-
supervisedly pretrained Transformer to form compact se-
mantic clusters of the corpora. Whereas the existing line
of unsupervised clustering pipeline could not be simply mi-
grated to 3D point clouds for the following reasons:

1) Clustering Ambiguity: For a 2D unsupervised sys-
tem, the major premise is that the pictures are meaningful
images collected by human (rather than meaningless case
like an empty image with a single color). The nature prior
during the collection of human enables the effectiveness of
large-scale unsupervised clustering on 2D images as long
as the dataset is large enough. However, for a 3D unsu-
pervised system, on the one hand, the huge cost for data
collection limits the magnitude and diversity of the dataset;
on the other hand, the imbalanced occupancy of 3D space
aggravates the long-tail distribution effect among different
classes when clustering among points, resulting in the igno-
rance of classes with fewer points.

2) Irregularity Ambiguity: Without a regular grid-like
structure, point clouds might have variations in the density
of local areas. During the calculation of clusters, the points
from dense areas inherently weigh more than the points
from sparse areas. As a result, the original K-means cluster-
ing in [16, 5] might overly focus on the dense regions and
ignores the sparse regions.

In this paper, we take the first attempt for unsuper-
vised 3D semantic segmentation and introduce PointDC
(Point cloud cross-modal Distillation and Super-Voxel
Clustering), which is capable of discovering and segment-
ing semantic objects from point clouds without any human
annotations. Directing to handle the aforementioned prob-
lems of Clustering Ambiguity and Irregularity Ambiguity,
we respectively adopt Cross-Modal Distillation (CMD) and
Super-Voxel Clustering (SVC) in our PointDC framework.

1) To handle the former problem, CMD could integrate
the multi-view visual clues to distill the corresponding point
feature in the point cloud. As cognitive scientists [8, 27]
argue, humans are proficient at mapping the visual con-
cepts learned from 2D images to understand the 3D world.
We obtain multi-view images by observing 3D point clouds
from different viewpoints first and feed them to a self-
supervisedly pretrained visual model such as DINO [4] to
extract unsupervised visual features. By back-projecting
the multi-view visual features into the corresponding points
in 3D space, we can aggregate the features from different
views to formulate a unified multi-view representation, and
distill the learning of point representation. The involvement

of multi-view visual cues can effectively diminish the ambi-
guity during clustering among points, and provide a coarse
understanding of 3D semantic features.

2) To handle the latter problem, instead of clustering on
the original point space, SVC rasterizes the 3D space into
super-voxels and assigns each point to the corresponding
super-voxel. The features of points in the same voxel are
aggregated together via Super-Voxel Pooling for a unified
permutation-invariant representation. During each iteration
phase of clustering process, we first assign the point fea-
tures to the super-voxels and then cluster among these vox-
els. Afterward, the feature of each super-voxel is assigned
back to the occupying points, and assume these points in the
local super-voxel share a common semantic feature.

The overall pipeline of our PointDC framework includes
2 steps: 1) CMD is utilized to distill the learning of point
representation first; 2) Then SVC is applied iteratively to
optimize the clustered semantic representation on point
clouds. For evaluation, we conduct extensive experiments
on the challenging ScanNet-v2 [7] and S3DIS [2]. Com-
pared with state-of-the-art on existing unsupervised meth-
ods for point cloud semantic segmentation, our PointDC
achieves an improvement on both the ScanNet-v2 (+18.4
mIOU) and S3DIS (+11.5 mIOU).

In summary, our contribution is threefold.
• We take the first attempt for unsupervised 3D semantic

segmentation without any kinds of human annotations.
• We propose PointDC, a novel framework for unsuper-

vised 3D semantic segmentation. It is comprised of
2 steps: 1) Cross-Modal Distillation that distills multi-
view visual features to the point-based representations;
2) Super-Voxel Clustering that regularizes the point
features with voxelized representation through super-
voxel pooling, and iteratively clusters to optimize the
semantic features on point clouds.

• The proposed method achieves superior improve-
ment compared with existing unsupervised methods
for 3D semantic segmentation on various challenging
datasets, demonstrating its effectiveness.

2. Related Work

3D Semantic Segmentation 3D semantic segmentation ap-
proaches can be divided into 2 categories: point-based
methods [25, 26, 33, 21, 19, 18] and voxel-based methods
[11, 6]. In point-based methods [33, 21, 19, 18], the in-
formation of points is fused from their neighboring areas
computed from K-NN or spherical search for effective 3D
representations. In voxel-based methods, the points in the
3D space are converted to voxels with 3D-grid structure. In
these voxelized representations, standard convolution oper-
ations can be applied to extract features from 3D informa-
tion. Due to the sparsity of point clouds, sparse convolution
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Figure 2. Overview of PointDC framework. The training contains 2 steps: Cross-Modal Distillation and Super-Voxel Clustering.

[11, 6] is adopted to process the voxelized representation
of point clouds. Recently, the Transformer structure [40] is
also used to handle point clouds, as a novel alternative to the
classic convolutional structure. However, most of the pre-
vious works are designed for fully-supervised schemes or
utilizing weaker forms of annotations [35]. In this work, we
focus on handling the 3D semantic segmentation problem
without using any human annotations.
2D Unsupervised Learning There has been a number of re-
cent progresses in unsupervised 2D semantic segmentation.
DeepCluster [3] obtains latent semantic representations by
clustering in the low-dimensional feature space. IIC [16]
proposes invariant-information clustering in pixel-level rep-
resentation to learn by clustering with a self-supervised
manner. PiCIE [5] leverages the inductive bias of photo-
metric invariance and geometric equivariance, bringing two
sets of images with different transformations close to each
other in the feature space. MaskContrast [30] uses an un-
supervised saliency detection model to obtain a binary en-
coding of the silhouette of salient objects in the image, and
further adopts contrastive learning to pull the distances of
pixel-wise features inside the mask and push the ones be-
tween different masks. STEGO [12] extracts features from
pretrained models and proposes a novel contrastive loss that
encourages features to form compact clusters while preserv-
ing the relationships across the corpora.
3D Unsupervised Learning 3D unsupervised learning
can be roughly divided into two categories: generation-
based methods[31, 20] and contrastive-learning-based
methods[36, 13, 15]. Generation-based methods let the
model to complete the input point clouds which are oc-
cluded or down-sampled. Contrastive-learning-based meth-
ods define the augmentation (rotation, color jittering, differ-

ent views) of the given point clouds as positive samples and
others as negative samples.
Cross-Modal Learning Cross-Modal learning utilizes data
from different modalities[1, 37, 22]. [37] directly converts
a 2D pretrained model into a point cloud model using filter
dilation. [1] defines images as strong positive samples, then
enforces both intra-modal and cross-modal global feature
correspondence in the invariant space.

3. Method
In this work, we first attempt in learning unsupervised

3D semantic segmentation models only given uncurated and
unlabeled datasets of point clouds. This section begins by
introducing the problem statement (Sec. 3.1). We formulate
this task as point-level clustering among the whole point
cloud dataset to discover semantic meaningful clusters, and
introduce the preliminary of learning by clustering pipelines
in Sec. 3.2. To handle the problem of Clustering Ambiguity
and Irregularity Ambiguity in existing clustering pipelines,
we propose Cross-Modal Distillation (CMD) (Sec. 3.3) and
Super-Voxel Clustering (SVC) (Sec. 3.4). Finally, the over-
all training process of our PointDC framework is introduced
in Sec. 3.5. The overview of the PointDC is shown in Fig.
2.

3.1. Problem Statement

Given the unlabeled dataset U from some domain D
which has M point clouds in total. The i-th point cloud
Pi ∈ RN×6 represents a scene with N points of 6 dimen-
sions including the XYZ coordinates and RGB intensities
of points. On this dataset U , we aim to discover a set of vir-
tual semantically meaningful classes C and learn a semantic
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feature extractor fθ parameterized by θ. When provided an
unseen point cloud from domain D during evaluation, fθ
should be able to assign every point a label from the discov-
ered classes C.

3.2. Preliminary

We begin with preliminaries of prior works that learn
an end-to-end neural network for clustering unlabeled data
[16, 5, 12, 24, 38]. The key point in these works is that
clustering data into classes requires strong feature repre-
sentation, meantime the learning of feature representations
also needs precise class labels. To handle this chicken-and-
egg problem, the simplest solution is the one defined by
DeepCluster [29]. Following the procedure of an E-M algo-
rithm, we can alternate between clustering using currently
extracted feature representation, and using the clustered re-
sults as pseudo-labels to supervise the training of the feature
extractor. We can still follow this simple strategy for point
cloud semantic segmentation task, by alternating the clus-
tering process among instance-wise feature to point-wise
feature representation.

Concretely, suppose that we have a set of unlabeled point
clouds Pi, where i represents the index in the dataset. The
extracted feature tensor is denoted as fθ(Pi) ∈ RN×D,
where D is the feature dimension. Denote fθ(Pi)[j] as
the feature vector on the j-th point of point cloud Pi and
µ ∈ RC×D as the randomly initialized cluster centroids.
The baseline of learning by clustering can be summarized
as follows:

1. Optimizing the following object function and use K-
Means to cluster the current feature among all points
in the dataset:

min
y,µ

∑
i,j

∥fθ(Pi)[j]− µ[yij ]∥ (1)

where yij is the assigned label of the j-th point of i-th
point cloud.

2. Use the clustered labels as pseudo-labels to train the
segmentation network:

min
θ,ω

∑
i,j

LCE(gω(fθ(Pi)[j]), yij) (2)

where LCE is the cross-entropy function and gω is the
segmentation head parameterized by ω.

3.3. Cross-Modal Distillation

As discussed in Sec. 1, the Clustering Ambiguity prob-
lem in point cloud is caused by the extremely imbalanced
occupancy of different classes in 3D space and the lack of
large-scale point cloud datasets with diversity and magni-
tude comparable with image datasets. Instead of directly

Figure 3. Visualization of the clustering results among multi-view
feature maps extracted by DINO [4]. It demonstrates that the
multi-view features are semantically correlated.

clustering on the point cloud dataset, we propose Cross-
Modal Distillation (CMD) as an initialization step before
clustering. In intuition, the multi-view visual features are
semantically correlated coarsely, as shown in Fig. 3. Hence,
the distillation from multi-view visual modality to 3D point
cloud modality can provide a reliable initialization for clus-
tering.

In CMD, the point cloud Pi is converted to images Iiv by
observing Pi on different viewpoints, where v is the index
of viewpoints. Given a self-supervised pretrained 2D neural
network h, we can obtain the visual feature map h(Iiv) of
each image Iiv . Suppose that the intrinsic and extrinsic ma-
trix of camera k is respectively Kv and Tv . By projecting
the 3D point cloud Pi to each of the multi-view images, we
can calculate the cross-modal correspondence between the
3D points and 2D pixels.

Given the j-th point of Pi, we can calculate its projection
p̂ijv on view v via:

zijvp̂ijv = KvTvPi[j] (3)

where zijv is the depth value on p̂ijv = [uijv, vijv, 1]
T .

uijv and vijv are the image pixel coordinates on width and
height.

Then, we can filter the invalid projections which are out-
side the imaging areas with uijv > W , uijv < 0, vijv > H ,
and vijv < 0. Denote that the remaining projections as p̃ijv ,
and its depth value as z̃ijv . Since there might exist multiple
projections to the same pixel, we filter the occluded points
by finding the projection with minimum depth value:

j∗ = argmin
j

z̃ijv (4)

where j∗ represents the index of the corresponding point on
point cloud Pi.

Afterward, we can warp the pixel-wise feature to the cor-
responding point indexed by j∗:

Hiv = h(Iiv)[p̃ij∗v] (5)

where Hiv ∈ RN×V×D is the point-wise feature projected
from visual features on multiple views.
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Suppose that the super-voxel segmentation function is
Svox(·). The feature Fi ∈ RM×D on the super-voxel
Svox(Pi) ∈ RM×3 converted from original point cloud Pi

can be calculated through:

Fi[k] =
1

∥N (k)∥
∑

j∈N (k)

max
v

Hiv[j] (6)

where k is the index of super-voxel and N (k) represents
the indices of points belonging to the k-th super-voxel. The
multi-view features are firstly aggregated via Max-Pooling
among different views and then the feature on each super-
voxel is aggregated via Avg-Pooling among the occupying
points.

Finally, in the stage of CMD, the point feature extrac-
tor is then supervised by the visual feature aggregated from
multi-view images. CMD optimizes the following function
while traversing the whole dataset:

min
θ

∑
i

∥

 1

∥N (k)∥
∑

j∈N (k)

(fθ(Pi)[j])

− Fi∥22 (7)

where we first aggregate the point feature fθ(Pi) in each
super-voxel via AVG-Pooling and distill it with Fi.

3.4. Super-Voxel Clustering

As discussed in Sec. 1, the Irregularity Ambiguity prob-
lem comes from the irregular structure of point cloud. In
a scene, the dense points might disturb the distance-based
clustering metric, leading to the ignorance of sparse points.
To handle this issue, we propose Super-Voxel Clustering
(SVC), an iterative learning by clustering pipeline that al-
ternates point-based clustering with super-voxel-based clus-
tering.

In SVC, given the point cloud Pi ∈ RN×3. Denote that
the feature extractor fθ(·) is parameterized by θ. The num-
ber of clusters is C, the output feature dimension of fθ(·)
is D, and the number of super-voxels is M . The learning
process can be summarized as follows:

1. Extract point-wise feature from point cloud Pi and up-
date the super-voxelized features via K-Means:

y, µ∗ = argmin
y,µ

∑
i,k

∥Svox(fθ(Pi))[k]− µ[yik]∥22 (8)

where i is the index of point cloud in the dataset and k
is the index of super-voxel. The super-voxel aggrega-
tion function Svox(·) aggregates the feature of points
belonging to same super-voxel: Svox(fθ(Pi)) =

1
∥N (k)∥

∑
j∈N (k) fθ(Pi)[j]. y ∈ RM×C is the as-

signed label on super-voxels, and µ∗ ∈ RC×D is the
clustered centroids.

2. To assign the label to each point of the point cloud, we
use the distance to the clustered centroids µ∗ to create

soft assignment of probabilities towards each class.

ŷij = − log

(
e−cos(fθ(Pi)[j],µ

∗[ŷij ])∑
l e

−cos(fθ(Pi)[j],µ∗
l )

)
(9)

where ŷij is the assigned point-wise pseudo labels on
the j-th point of point cloud Pi. cos(·, ·) is the cosine
distance.

3. Then, we adopt Super-Voxel Pooling to filter the as-
signed point-wise labels in each voxel of the super-
voxel.

ỹik =
1

∥N(k)∥
∑

j∈N (k)

ŷij (10)

where ỹik is the soft label filtered by the prior of super-
voxels and k is the index of super-voxel.

4. Finally, we can train the point-wise representation with
ỹik.

θ∗ = argmin
θ

∥
∑
k

∑
j∈N (k)

LCE(fθ(Pi)[j], ϕ(ỹik))∥22

(11)
where LCE is the cross-entropy function, and ϕ(·) =
onehot(argmax(·)) converts the input an ont-hot la-
bel.

5. Repeat previous 1-4 operations iteratively.
Furthermore, the inductive bias of invariance and equiv-

ariance to specific transformations are used to promote
the pseudo-label training in Eq. 11. Following the self-
supervised prior, the extracted features should maintain the
invariance towards transformations like color jittering or
gaussian noise, and the extracted feature should be warped
or rotated accordingly to the geometric transformation on
the original point cloud to keep the equivariance. Denote
that πinv(·) and πequ(·) are respectively the transformation
for invariance and equivariance. Then the inductive bias
could be appended to promote Eq. 11:

θ∗ = argmin
θ

∥
∑
k

∑
j∈N (k)

LCE(fθ(πequ(πinv(Pi)))[j], ϕ(πequ(ỹik)))∥22

(12)

3.5. Overall Framework

As presented in Fig. 2, our PointDC framework includes
two training stages: CMD and SVC. In the first stage of
CMD, we can obtain multi-view images by observing the
point cloud from different viewpoints. A self-supervisedly
pretrained 2D model is used to extract the feature maps from
multi-view images. Then we can back-project (Eq. 5) each
pixel of the multi-view images to its corresponding point of
the point cloud by calculating Eq. 3 and 4. Since one point
might have multiple projections on different images, we ag-
gregate the cross-view feature via the Global Max-Pooling
in Eq. 6. Following the assumption that each super-voxel
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Methods Unsupervised Linear Probe
mIoU Acc mIoU Acc

[3] DeepCluster 3.88 19.75 4.04 23.55
[16] IIC 3.98 20.47 4.00 23.06
[5] PiCIE 4.10 22.81 4.34 27.04
[36] PC-HC 4.63 21.75 4.72 43.09
[36] PC-NCE 3.93 21.24 4.29 44.21
[31] OcCo 3.17 19.97 3.37 21.65
[1] CrossPoint 3.81 20.52 3.94 22.92
[13] CSC 4.64 18.24 5.31 28.5
[15] STRL 4.13 19.38 4.25 29.70
PointDC 25.74 63.69 28.78 71.62

Table 1. Comparison of unsupervised segmentation on the
ScanNet-v2 validation set. PointDC significantly outperforms
prior art in both unsupervised clustering and linear probe metrics.

Method mIoU
[3] DeepCluster 3.7
[16] IIC 3.7
[5] PiCIE 3.9
[36] PC-HC 3.9
[36] PC-NCE 3.8
[13] CSC 4.5
[15] STRL 4.1
PointDC 22.9

Table 2. Comparison of unsupervised segmentation on the
ScanNet-v2 test set. The results of the online benchmark are re-
ported.

contains similar semantics, we further aggregate the fea-
tures of points belonging to the same super-voxel via the
Global Avg-Pooling in Eq. 6. The feature extractor is then
distilled by the multi-view cues in Eq. 7. In the second
stage of SVC, we perform K-Means clustering on the super-
voxels aggregated from point-wise features in local regions
in Eq. 8. Then we assign the label to each point of the point
cloud in a non-parametric manner based on the distance to
clusters in Eq. 9. The label for each super-voxel is then
aggregated via Super-Voxel Pooling among points located
in the same voxel in Eq. 10. Finally, the pseudo label of
super-voxel is used to train the feature extractor under ran-
dom perturbation of transformations in Eq. 12.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experiment Details

Datasets and Metric: We conduct experiments on 2 point
cloud benchmarks, ScanNet-v2[7] and S3DIS[2]. ScanNet-
v2[7] contains 1613 3D scans from 707 unique indoor
scenes, all annotated with 20 classes. Following the official
setting, we use 1201 scenes and 312 scenes as training set
and validation set, respectively. The remaining 100 scenes
are used as test set. S3DIS[2] contains 271 indoor scenes
with 13 classes. We follow the official train/validation split,
training on Areas 1,2,3,4,6 and then testing on Area 5. As
our method requires image data and camera intrinsic and

Method mIoU Acc
[3] DeepCluster 5.46 19.75
[16] IIC 5.33 21.47
[5] PiCIE 5.90 25.05
[36] PC-HC 9.27 26.87
[36] PC-NCE 8.86 23.32
[13] CSC 11.09 34.83
[15] STRL 10.21 37.40
PointDC 22.59 54.10

Table 3. Comparison of unsupervised segmentation on the S3DIS
validation set (Area 5).

extrinsic parameters, we use ScanNet-v2 2D data and 2D-
3D-S[2]. 2D-3D-S contains multi-view images correspond-
ing to the scenes in S3DIS, the corresponding depth maps
as well as the internal and external camera parameters. We
utilize the intersection-over-union as evaluation metric of
the 3D semantic segmentation results, and report the mean
result (mIOU) over all categories for comparison with other
approaches. Moreover, we also utilize the accuracy over all
categories in the results.
Implementation Details: In the stage of CMD, we
experiment with pretrained image segmentation model
STEGO[12] noted as h in Sec. 3.3. For the backbone of
point feature extractor fθ, we use the Sparse 3D-UNet[10]
from [11]. The points are voxelized following the proce-
dure of [17] and then fed to fθ for feature extraction. For
the super-voxels segmentation [9], we use the mesh segment
results [7] for ScanNet-v2. For the super-voxel partition in
S3DIS, we utilize the geometric partition results described
in [19].
Unsupervised Clustering and Linear Probe: Since we
are agnostic to the ground truth label, the clustered results
might have a random permutation of order compared with
the ground truth. To evaluate the quality of an unsuper-
vised method, we follow the 2 protocols used in previous
works [30, 5]: unsupervised clustering and linear probe.
For unsupervised clustering, we do not have access to the
ground truth labels, but we can use a Hungarian matching
algorithm to align our unlabeled clusters and the ground
truth labels for evaluation. This measures how consistent
the predicted semantic segments are with the ground truth
annotations and diminish the aforementioned permutations
of the predicted class labels. For linear probe, we train a
linear projection from the features to the class labels with
cross-entropy loss. This measures the feature quality of the
learned feature representation.

4.2. 3D Unsupervised Semantic Segmentation

Evaluation on ScanNet-v2: We conduct the unsupervised
clustering and linear probe test on the ScanNet-v2 valida-
tion set and report the results in Tab. 1. Previous methods of
learning by clustering including DeepCluster [3], IIC [16],
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Figure 4. Qualitative comparison of unsupervised segmentation on ScanNet-v2 validation set. Each of the aligned ground truth labels and
clusters is assigned a color. For better understanding, we show some the color and name matches in the bottom.

Random
Clustering

Multi-View
Clustering

CMD
(Eq. 7)

Basic-SVC
(Eq. 8 and Eq. 12)

Non-parametric
Classifier (Eq. 9)

Super-Voxel
Pooling (Eq. 10) mIoU Acc

✓ 3.86 13.18
✓ ✓ 13.58 34.00
✓ ✓ ✓ 20.29 42.12
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 23.64 61.53
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 24.85 61.79
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 25.74 63.69

Table 4. Ablation experiments of PointDC on the ScanNet-v2 validation set.

PiCIE [5] are compared in the table. Furthermore, we also
compare with previous state-of-the-art unsupervised pre-
training methods for point clouds including: PointContrast
[36], OcCo [31], CrossPoint [1], CSC [13] and STRL [15].
In the table, PC-HC and PC-NCE respectively represent the
PointContrast model trained with Hardest-Contrastive loss
and PointInfoNCE loss respectively. Without using any
kinds of human annotations, our method outperforms all
other methods as shown in the table. In particular, PointDC
improves by +21.10 unsupervised mIoU, +40.88 unsuper-
vised accuracy, +23.47 linear probe mIoU, and 27.41 lin-

ear probe compared with the next best baseline. In Tab. 2,
we present the evaluation results of unsupervised methods
on the ScanNet-v2 test set. Similarly, we can also find a
large improvement of +18.4 unsupervised mIoU compared
with the next best baseline. Moreover, the qualitative com-
parisons on the ScanNet-v2 validation set are provided in
Fig. 4. In this table, we also compare our method with
a concurrent work GrowSP [39] which has good cluster-
ing performance, and the results prove that the proposed
method achieve better performance. As the figure reveals,
our method is able to precisely locate semantically mean-
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Figure 5. Visualization of PointDC’s segmentation results under different iterations during training.

ingful objects compared with other unsupervised methods.
Evaluation on S3DIS: We also evaluate the proposed
method on S3DIS dataset to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed method, and show the results in Tab. 3. The un-
supervised semantic segmentation methods of DeepCluster
[3], IIC [16], PiCIE [5] and the unsupervised pre-training
point cloud methods of PointContrast [36], CSC [13], STRL
[15] are used for comparison in the table. As shown in the
table, PointDC achieves an improvement of +11.50 unsu-
pervised mIoU and +16.70 unsupervised Accuracy.

4.3. Ablation Experiment

Ablation Study of PointDC Framework: To validate the
effectiveness of the proposed PointDC framework, we con-
duct ablation experiments of each related component of the
framework, and present the results in Tab. 4. In the ta-
ble, ‘Random Clustering‘ means the baseline of learning by
clustering on 3D point clouds discussed in Sec. 3.2. ‘Multi-
view Clustering‘ means that a 2D unsupervised learning
by clustering framework [12] is conducted on the multi-
view images of point clouds, and the 2D segmentation re-
sults are fused to construct 3D segmentation results. It is
compared to demonstrate the difference of results existing
framework clustered on 2D images and our PointDC frame-
work clustered on 3D point clouds. ‘CMD‘ represents the
model trained with Cross-Modal Distillation (Eq. 7), and
‘Basic SVC‘ includes a simplified version of Super-Voxel-
Clustering, only utilizing Eq. 8 and Eq. 12 in the training.
‘Non-parametric Classifier‘ means that we adopt assign the
label to each point based on the distance to the cluster cen-
troids instead of a learnable classifier in previous clustering
pipelines [5], as shown in Eq. 9. ‘Super-Voxel Pooling‘
means that we apply AVG-Pooling towards the point-wise
pseudo labels in super-voxels to filter the noise caused by
the irregularity of points, as shown in Eq. 10. From Tab.
4, it can be found that each component of PointDC can im-
prove the performance of unsupervised 3D segmentation ef-
fectively.
Ablation Study of Iteration: Since our PointDC frame-
work is a learning-by-clustering framework, the model
should converge as the clusters optimize in different iter-
ations. Hence, we conduct experiments of PointDC under
different iterations to validate the results. As shown in Fig.
5, we visualize the segmentation results of the proposed
method under different iterations. From the figure, we can

Method mIoU Acc
[31] OcCo 3.17 19.97
[1] CrossPoint 3.81 20.52
[15] STRL 4.13 19.38
PointDC* 11.50 39.65
PointDC 14.06 45.36

Table 5. Comparison of unsupervised segmentation methods with
the same backbone of DGCNN on ScanNet-v2 validation set. *
denotes that only CMD is used.

find that the model becomes better and better along with the
training iterations and the update of clustering results.

4.4. Free-Model

To validate the effectiveness of our method on different
models, we additionally employ DGCNN [33] for 3D unsu-
pervised semantic segmentation. With the same backbone
of DGCNN, unsupervised methods of OcCo [31], Cross-
Point [1], and STRL [15] are used for comparison in Tab. 5.
It demonstrates that our method outperforms previous best
results with +9.93 unsupervised mIoU and +24.84 unsuper-
vised accuracy.

5. Conclusion
We take the first attempt at the challenging topic of un-

supervised semantic segmentation of 3D point clouds with-
out any human annotations, and introduce a novel frame-
work, PointDC. It contains two steps: Cross-Modal Distilla-
tion (CMD) and Super-Voxel Clustering (SVC). In the first
stage of CMD, the multi-view features of the point cloud are
back-projected to the 3D space and aggregated together in
the super-voxels to distill the training of point representa-
tion. In the next stage of SVC, the point representations
are aggregated to super-voxels and then fed to the itera-
tive clustering process for learning semantically meaning-
ful representations. As the evaluation results on different
point cloud benchmarks, our method achieves superior per-
formance on both the ScanNet-v2 (+18.4 mIoU) and S3DIS
(+11.5 mIoU).
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